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Summary. The article explores the meaning of literary notion, artistic thinking and language from the metalinguistic aspects of the language. It is noted that such approach to the problem also raises the question of whether the literary genre of the actual problems of modern philology is a thought or linguistic phenomenon, and the fact that the language is a problem of philosophical thought is not a synonym for the content of the work, its poetic characteristics. The fact that different poetic terms, period, ethnics, genre requirements and diversity do not affect national poetic thinking, mentorship, presence of conscious, coded literary language, special expressions and expressions, different level language units in national poetic thinking.

It is believed that various styles and levels of artistic sources linguistics, literary criticism, studying philosophy and other social sciences linguopoietic analysis, which proves the connection between language and consciousness, speech and thinking, is also a derivation of metallurgic.

At the same time, the linguopoietic analysis of folklore and classical poetry shows that the literary language is directly related to the national mentality: psychological parallelism is the beginning of syntactic parallelism; verily, its material shell is closely related to the content, poetic characteristics, and other factors. The meaning of the concept in the literary language should not be regarded as aesthetic value but also as a metallurgical condition, since it is the appropriate relation between judgment and sign.

The importance of form and content unity in literary criticism has been widely discussed, and this conclusion has been widely accepted by most researchers. However, the fact that...
the artistic thinking is not fully influenced by the language environment is a scientific, more accurate, ecocultural fact. This factor contributes to the relevance of research.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.**

Factor in the twentieth-century literary criticism, the term “Meaning of Meaning” is the result of mentalistic analysis of the literary language. The term “meaning of meaning”, which eventually forms a harmonious relationship between judgment and sign, is a term that can be explained by the combination of linguistics and other social sciences. English critic I.A.Richard, explaining the essence of this term, opposes the notion that the meaning of the term is purely aesthetic, and rightly considers it a “psychoanalytic condition” [1, p. 59].

**Highlighting previously unresolved parts of a common problem.** Whether the literary genre is a thought or a linguistic phenomenon requires that the problem be studied in terms of language and consciousness, speech and thinking. This is the first time this article has been explored as a problem of literary thinking and language.

**Research Methodology.** The article was conducted using empirical, descriptive, comparative, comparative, comparative, hierarchical methods of analysis.

**The purpose of the study** is to show that the differences in poetic terms, the requirements of the period, ethnys, genre and diversity do not influence the way of national poetic thinking and mentorship, to explain the existence of conscious, coded literary language, special expressions in our national poetic thinking. Such an approach to problem also illuminates the question of whether the literary genre, or language, of a controversial issue of modern philology is to some extent controversial.

**Statement of the main material.** The fact that language is also a problem of philosophical thinking necessitates such a metalinguistic approach to the content of the work, its poetic characteristics, and the smallest unit of the language.

In our view, the words “meaning of meaning” do not create a tautology or duplication, but serve as a clear explanation of the idea as synonyms. This reasoning can be seen more clearly in the example of onomastic units and expressions that serve to describe and unravel. For example, the terms “Baku” and “Land of Fire” have different meanings, although they have the same meaning. This is because the difference in the forms of expression is the result of scientific and artistic thinking encoding words, words, words and phrases. While the first expression is purely nominative in nature, the second expression is a product of analytical thinking. Expressive expressions that serve as descriptive or metaphorical meanings should be regarded as a philosophical and artistic reality. A clear example of this is the use of the concept of “love”, “Jabbaru Jamil”, “Janan” in the metalinguistic confrontation of written poetry and folklore literature, which is the object of research.

Folklore, which is the most obvious consequence of artistic national thinking and, therefore, the most favorable object for metalinguistic, is such a wealth that changes in the results of historical processes are reflected here. Since the stages of creation, transmission, and actualization are an absolute and characteristic feature of all genres of folklore, it is a product of national thinking. Folklore is a phenomenon that is metalinguistic and at the same time ethnographic, psychological, aesthetic, sociological, mystic, and other source of national identity. That is why any author of the socio-philosophical, religious-philosophical, mythological, psychological, culturological, sociological research cannot ignore this source. This peculiarity makes it a subject of research for the content and philosophy of folklore genres for modern scientific searches.

It is scientific fact that ashug art, a unique folklore genre, is an example of oral and written art, with both classical and modern examples, and the emergence of other folklore genres. For this reason, although the study of classical ashug creativity in folklore has not been very high in recent years, the idea that it has been considered a “top-to-bottom folklore phenomenon” in scientific literature [2, p.140] shows how important Ashg’s poetry research has been for philology, including linguistics. confirms.

It is well known that the linguistic study of the language of classical ashug poetry can be considered important to clarify some issues in terms of language history. In the history of the development of each national language, folklore plays a special role. The scientific legitimacy is that the importance and role of folklore in linguistics have been interpreted in various aspects, and the important role of folklore in the development of national literary language as a functional method has been unanimously recognized in these studies.

The content and form of Ashug’s poetry, that is, the national expression of national thinking, and the richness of the language, provide many opportunities for its exploration, not just for one, but for many purposes. From this point of view, the study of classical ashug poetry on religious and philosophical content is of particular importance. Conducting the research from this point of view demonstrates the interconnection of folk and classical poetry with philosophy and content, the similarity and the diversity of expressions, and demonstrates the richness of the forms of public and poetic thinking.

It should be noted that the ashug art, which has a long history, is important not only in linguistics but also in many humanities. As ashug art has played an important role in the aesthetic upbringing of the people for many centuries, and does not go beyond political, social and moral issues, the study of ashug poetry also allows to speak about the history of people’s thinking. Since the emergence of ashug art, they have responded to religious and philosophical issues, theological and social processes, and have developed various traditions of dervish and shamanism in different contexts.
Since the emergence of ashug art, they have responded to religious and philosophical issues, theological and social processes, and have developed various traditions of dervish and shamanism in different contexts. In this regard, in the article of folk scholar A. Nabiyev “Ashug art in Azerbaijan” we consider it appropriate to replace the word “only” with “more” in the phrase “Ashug art lived in the early XI-XII centuries and continued the tradition of mourning in the various sects of Islam” [2, p.138].

Although the earliest examples of Azerbaijani ashug poetry are related to the Gurbani, it is undoubtedly that many Ashigs were created and created by him. The ashug poem, which began with the Gurbani, is a literature that has been developed and enriched on its ancient roots. Inspired by the ashugs, it is at least Dede Korkut. Dede Korkut’s poems are considered to be the great grandfather of the Ozan who has come to us. At a time when the prose was still in full swing, Korkut created patterns and the Ozans who followed them continued this art. Ozan, whose poems did not reach us between Dede Korkut and the victim, prepared the ground for the ashug art. Light is a continuation of the art of Ozan. Inheritance in the historical philosophy of the art of ashug, or, conversely, the etymological richness of the understanding, led to the interpretation of the expression “ashug” in various meanings.

The classic folklore scientist M. Tahmasib writes: “This word has been used in a number of meanings in our time” [3, p.27]. The world of science is known to explain the word “ashug” by V.V. Bartold, M. Kashgarli and V.V. Radlow in the sense of buttons, helmets, and game lights. S. Alizadeh, in a more detailed study of the word, commenting on various points of view, suggests that “ashug/light” in Kitabi Dede Gorgud is the “iron head” worn by the warriors [4, p.18-25].

In our opinion, ashug art, which has its roots in the light of history, has gone through various stages of development throughout its history - from the “sufism” to the status of “folk musician” [5, p.28]. Although the works of the Sacrifice, Sinc Qasim and Tufarganli Abbas (XVI-XVIII centuries) coincide with the transition of lover to love, the poems clearly show the initial stages of surrender - love and Sufism. This aspect also brings together the 16th-18th-century Ashug poetry “Dastani-Ahmad Harami”, the legacy of Gazi Burhanaddin, Yunus Imra, the True and other classics.

One of the masterpieces inspired by classical ashug poets is Yunus Emra. The light of Yunus Emra is clearly chosen in ashug poetry. Yunus Emra is believed to have been created in the 13th century. His poems express great respect for man and humanity. Yunus Emra also loves, is a poet, and his language is closer to Azerbaijani than modern Turkic scholars. The closeness allows Yunus Emra to be taken as the Gurbani, Abbas Tufarganli and the patient of Khasta Qasim. The poems on any topic show the similarity of Yunus Emra – Gurbani, Abbas Tufarganli and Khasta Qasim.
and expressions that are the product of individual authorship” [7, p.117].

The richness of the language of the representatives of Nasimi, Khatai and classical ashug poets, and the coherence of the words chosen in the figurative expression of thought are more pronounced in semantic poems:

Nasimi: Ey könnt, hör yana parvaz eylama,
Cün kabutur tömeyi-baz eylama,
Kimsnın sırını kimsö saxlamaz,
Doğrulğusun sön mahrami-raz eylama.
Xstä: Şah Xstä aydır: sırını yayma,
Qila gör namazın, qazaya qoyma.
Şu yalan dünyada hec sanam deymə,
Tənən tanaşırda, sırını saldadir.
Xsta Qasm: Üz verma nadana, sêr verma pıça,
Aɪr qşlibin ya inciyo, ya küssə.
Otr bitir kık üstə, əsli əla ışa,
Yovşan bəsləmkə çımnazə olmaz.

The thought of the genre, the statement that the expression is a language phenomenon, is further confirmed by the study of Ashig’s poetry lexicon. Ashigs also did a great job of enriching the literary language in the national context of their time, which is a mentalistic logic. If the way of thinking is national, the form of expression must also be in the national, folk language. It is enough to look at a fact in a compact way to give the verdict of the genre and the form of expression to be a language phenomenon. Thus, the significance of the sixteenth century in the history of literary language is undeniable. As the Safavid state united the west and south, making Tabriz an important cultural center, prominent scholars, poets, and scholars gathered there.

A comparative analysis of the content and expression of different literary language samples in the same article allows us to arrive at the following conclusion: artistic thinking is a mental value, while consciously coded units that allow expressive forms of content constitute genetic linguopoietics of the language. So, the genre of artistic genre thinking, its expression in appropriate poetic codes, is a language phenomenon.

Conclusions and offers. Linguopoetic analysis of language and consciousness, speech and reasoning is considered to be the origin of linguistic research, examining the coexistence of linguistic, literary, philosophical, and other social sciences with different styles and levels. Linguopoetic analysis of folklore and classical poetry shows that the literary language is directly related to the national mentality: the fact that psychological parallelism is the beginning of syntactic parallelism, its close relationship with its material shell, its poetic characteristics, and other factors. Of course, no master of artistic words makes a deliberate choice of language units at that moment for the unintentional expression of the idea, the process stems from the linguistic dependence of the language. Indeed, the semantics of chanting require a subtle, sonor, chilling harmony, and the content of anger and fear creates a deaf, thick, explosive phonetic background, synthesizing, comparing syntactic parallels, expressing expressions, intensity lexical and syntactic, The introduction takes place in a fictional book, with links to history, traditional and periodic factors, and so on. The requisite and expected condition of a literary master to be able to make the right choice of such rich expression possibilities is to have national and clear poetic thinking and vocabulary, while appropriate poetics and optimal language units flow spontaneously. In our view, in the history of the artistic language of Azerbaijan, due to the socio-political factors, the purposefulness of the expression forms cannot be considered as an exception. For example, at the beginning of the twentieth century, the richness of Turkism in the literary language was due to the poetic thinking of political ideology, or in the language of Nasimi and Fuzuli in the language of Arabic and Persian. The popularity of the Mohammed Hadi language four centuries later is the result of thinking, not a direct language phenomenon, but a form of collective or individual thinking. If the artistic thinking of the master of the word is national, the poetic characteristics of the artistic genre that it addresses cannot completely undermine the language and nature of the language.
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